ALMA MATER
by Louis Corson

Alma, our Alma Mater,
The home of Mountaineers.
Sing we of thy honor,
Everlasting through the years.
Alma, our Alma Mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,
West Virginia “U.”
AMBASSADORS AND VOLUNTEERS
Gold and Blue Student Ambassadors and University volunteers are available to assist you. Look for individuals wearing West Virginia University name tags.

ACCOMMODATIONS
If you made arrangements with the Office of Accessibility Services, please follow the instructions that were provided to you. If you did not make arrangements prior to Commencement, a staff member from the Office of Accessibility Services will be happy to assist you. Accessible seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

COURTESY
West Virginia University asks that guests remain in their seats. For the safety and security of the participants, guests are not permitted to approach the stage to take personal photos of, present gifts to, or congratulate the graduates. Air horns or other noise-making devices should not be used. Please turn your cell phone to “silent” and remember that graduates will remain with their class for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is appreciated.

DIPLOMAS
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the West Virginia University Office of the University Registrar. Registration for graduation does not ensure that graduate names appear in this program, and this document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Participation in Commencement does not constitute graduation from West Virginia University. Students who have met the academic criteria required for their program of study will have their degree conferred by the University and will receive their diploma in the mail. Please contact the Office of the University Registrar at 304-293-5355 or registrar@mail.wvu.edu with questions.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION
In an emergency, event staff will guide guests and graduates to the nearest exit. If medical attention is needed, EMS is available to assist. Please seek out a Gold and Blue Student Ambassador or other volunteer to assist you.

FLORAL SALES
Proceeds benefit West Virginia University’s Horticulture Club and Plant and Soil Sciences Club.

LOST AND FOUND
Please call 304-293-7132 to make inquiries about any lost and found items. Unclaimed items will be retained for 90 days.

PHOTOGRAPHY
West Virginia University contracts with GradImages to capture the special memories of Commencement. A photograph of each student will be taken as he or she crosses the stage. Graduates will be sent electronic copies of their photo proofs within 24 hours of their ceremony. All electronic communication will be private and secure and will be sent to the email address indicated by the graduate. Visit gradimages.com for complete information.

SURVEY
Following the ceremony, please take a moment to share your opinion of WVU Commencement. Your responses will be used to strengthen and shape future events: graduation.wvu.edu.
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY SEAL
The West Virginia University Board of Regents adopted the seal on June 15, 1869. The Regents’ original, handwritten resolution is located in the University Archives at the Wise Library. The Greek motto inscribed in the inner circle translates to: “Add to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge.” The Latin verse inscribed on the outer circle translates to: “Seal of the West Virginia University. Established 7 February, 1867.” The hills depicted behind Woodburn Circle reflect the institution’s stability, and a rising sun indicates its prosperity.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MACE
The mace is a symbolic tradition that originated during the Middle Ages. The University Marshal brings this ornamental staff of authority to the platform and taps it three times to signify the beginning of the ceremony. It represents the official authority of the University president and precedes him or her during Commencement and inauguration.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC REGALIA
The history of academic regalia worn today dates to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe evolved from ecclesiastical institutions where both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and dressed in clerical garb. The head covering of modern academic costume was developed from the skullcap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. At universities, this skullcap acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by some, but the mortarboard is more common.

The gown worn today evolved from the habit worn by Benedictine monks. No trimming is found on bachelor’s or master’s gowns, but for those holding doctoral degrees, the gown is faced down the front and trimmed on the sleeves with velvet.

Today’s hood is colored according to the scholarly field of the individual and bears the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
The sequence of the processional is as follows: deans, degree candidates, faculty, platform party, honored guests, and University president.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
The tradition of academic marshals comes from storied English universities. The Grand Marshal is the chief protocol officer who coordinates the ceremonial traditions of Commencement, including the processional and recessional. The Grand Marshal is also responsible for the school’s relics, including the mace and batons. Marshals are typically members of the faculty. Student marshals may be selected to help facilitate individual ceremonies.

KARI E. SAND-JECKLIN, GRAND MARSHAL

Terence Ahern
Khashayer Aminian
Clifton Bishop
Jessica Bishop
Amy Fiske
Aaron Gale
Tesfa Gebremedhin
Robert Gerbo
Mohssen Ghalichebaf
Margaret K. Glenn
Joe Hagan
General Hambrick
Janet Hunt
Mark Jerabek
Hillar Klandorf
Kevin Larkin
Michael McCawley
Susan Morgan
Susan Newfield
A. Graham Peace
Jeffrey L. Petersen
Susan Pinto
Charles D. Ponte
Geah Pressgrove
Chad N. Proudfoot
Andrew Shiemke
Mary Stamatakis
Mary Strife
Jack C. Watson
December 2015

Dear West Virginia University Graduates:

Congratulations on reaching this exciting milestone.

Today is your day.

In true Mountaineer fashion, you met the challenges of college head-on. You worked tirelessly, dreamed big and most importantly, took action. You reached out to help those in need. You asked tough questions in the pursuit of knowledge. And you tackled adversity without hesitation.

I am so proud of all you have accomplished.

But this is only the beginning of your Mountaineer journey. Wherever you go, you will show the world our unique spirit of daring and determination. I know that you will continue to do great things.

Be bold.

Stay true to yourself.

And always carry your alma mater in your heart.

Sincerely,

E. Gordon Gee
President,
West Virginia University
Darko Velichkovski began his music studies at the age of seven. After completing the Music Conservatory in his native Belgrade, in the former Yugoslavia, Mr. Velichkovski received a full scholarship to the Juilliard School of Music and moved to the United States in 1984. He graduated from the Juilliard School in 1987, and thereafter earned his graduate degree at the City University of New York.

As a classical and jazz clarinetist, Mr. Velichkovski has performed a diverse range of music repertoire on many of the most prestigious concert stages around the world — from New York City, Amsterdam and London, to Tokyo, Hong Kong and Beijing, as well as with many music industry greats — from Pete Fountain and Leontine Price, to the Juilliard Orchestra and the New York Philharmonic.

As a music industry executive and a music producer, Mr. Velichkovski has been producing and managing music projects across the genres for over 20 years: orchestral recording productions for Hollywood and television films, live music productions at national and international venues, recording projects for major and indie labels, as well as symphonic events and productions featuring headliners like Faith Hill, Alison Kraus, Delbert McClinton, The Chieftans, Placido Domingo, James Galway, Joshua Bell, Vienna Boys Choir, etc.

Mr. Velichkovski’s work in higher education spans over twenty years, in the United States and in Europe, and he has kept a steady teaching and lecturing alongside his music business and industry endeavors.

Mr. Velichkovski joined the WVU College of Creative Arts in 2013 as the director of the Music Industry program.
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DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY
August 2015
Alyssa Lynn Dillon
Joshua Andrew Smith

MASTER OF SCIENCE
August 2015
Endodontics
Pejman Parsa
Andrew Yujun Xu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE
August 2015
* Whitney Nicole Kendall
* Chelsea Rae Marie Workman
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2015

Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences
Katherine M Hickey

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

August 2015
Pamela Lee Henline

December 2015
Yale Christopher Mendelson

December 2015

Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences

*** Parul Agarwal
*** Christopher D Bostick
** Katherine Marie Dunnick
* Jonathan Joseph Klabnik
*** Manish Kumar
** Amruta Anil Manke
** Amitkumar Dineshchandra Raval
*** Rini Vohra

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2015

Epidemiology
Toni Marie Rudisill

December 2015

Epidemiology
*** Meagan Elaine Stabler

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

August 2015

Health Policy
Sarah Elizabeth Hayes

December 2015

Occupational and Environmental Health Science
*** Paris Yasmin Charles
*** Tanner William Coles

Social and Behavioral Sciences
Saba Ashfaq
*** Meredith Suzanne Brown
Niara Sade Campbell
** Renee Cooper-Frants
Heather Leigh Hazucha
Kacie Renee Lovell
* Jose Antonio Richards
*** Ashley Marie Showen

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2015

School Health Education
Susan Elizabeth Borchers Zeanah
Aryn DiMagno
Joseph Mark Gutshall
Kelsey Anne Hendricks
Gabriel Gene Schultz

December 2015

School Health Education
*** Megan Ann Brower
*** Melody Lyn Gank
*** Beverly Joanne Marhevka
*** Jayme Lynn Ryan
** William Charles Samuel
** Anna Janine Solomon
** Aimee Susanne Tuttle

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
**SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**
Clay B. Marsh, Vice President and Executive Dean for Health Sciences

### DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

**August 2015**

- **Cancer Cell Biology**
  Bridget Ruth Hindman

- **Cellular and Integrative Physiology**
  Valerie Christine Minarchick
  Shyla Christine Stanley

- **Exercise Physiology**
  Sara Brooks Fournier

- **Neuroscience**
  Danielle Nicole Doll

**December 2015**

- **Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**
  *** Daniel Patrick Murphy
  * Amanda Louise Suchanek

- **Neuroscience**
  *** Lindsay Mariah Lueptow
  ** Ashley Brooke Petrone
  *** Jiahong Sun

### DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

**December 2015**

- Yi-Wen Chen
- Kenzie Elizabeth Dent
- Michael Hideharu DeProspero
- Jason Kang

- **Biomedical Sciences**
  Jessica Marie Povroznik

- **Exercise Physiology**
  Mark Allen Buerkle
  Adam Theodore Kolberg
  Galbreath Kyla
  Kyuwan Lee
  Kent Allen Lemaster
  Lance Cameron Sulsona

- **Health Sciences**
  Nathaniel Chertok
  Adam Dewayne Christian
  Yuya Killian Kudo
  Ian Michael Loy

**December 2015**

- **Biomedical Sciences**
  Peter Joseph Gracheck
  Elisha Shadoe Shae Martin
  ** Cong Tan

- **Clinical and Translational Science**
  *** Shashank Ponugoti

---
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE

December 2015

Pathologists’ Assistant
* Brittany Kay Bracklein
  Tia Prane Burford
  Lauren Elizabeth Leverett
  Michael Richard Mohoroski
  Kira Oshaben
* Kristen Geneve Petroplus
*** Rebecca Ann Raese
* Aimee Elizabeth Ripley
*** Jessica Lynn Ritzman
** Michael Joseph Sarrett
*** Trista Lyn Skedel
** Amy Charlene Smith
* Lauren Anne Stone
* Michael Lee Weitzeil

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Exercise Physiology
Linsey Michelle Barnhart
Samantha Leigh Bennett
Thomas Christopher Booth
David Hunter Buterbaugh
Richard Elbert Cantrell
Jessica Crowder
Sarah Jane Dodd
* Addie Marie Dulaney
  Amanda Michelle Epstein
  Brandi Chantelle Fish-Virtue
  Justin Thomas Guthrie
  Alison Marie Kimble
  Jason Michael Phillips
  Matthew Dale Scotchie
  Thomas Jerard Stepanski
  John Paul Tupta
* Abigail Foreman Vorholt
  Andrew David Willis
  Jonathan Carl Wilson

Medical Laboratory Science
Grant William Phillips
Kayla Dawn Riley

December 2015

Exercise Physiology
** Jenna Kathleen Bailey
  Stephanie Nicole Bartlett
  Katherine Rebecca Bolyard
  Kaitlin Marie Brown
  Meghan Elizabeth Ciccarelli
  Delila Cherie Colon
  Alexandra Elisabeth Dennis
  Matthew Derzarian
†*** Alexandra Marie Dickason
** Leah Marie Emaus
* Joseph S Fiorelli
  Jessie Morgan Ford
* Chelsey Kaitlyn George
* Joshua John Henderson
  Jesse Raymond Hunt
  Craig Michael Joseph Kuhar
* Kristopher Michael Lankford
*** Braden Benjamin Mancini
* Emily Ann Elizabeth McGrath
** Sarah Marie McMillan
†*** Heidi Lynn Meyer
* Samantha Rae Nibert
  Charles Decker Reidpath
  Robby Javier Rodriguez
** Brooke Khachana Saville
** Sean Benjamin Snyder
  Jini Song
*** Kristie Morgan Sparks
** Riley Erin Stahl
  Gabrielle Nichole Webber
** Jade Lynae Wharton

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    † University Honors
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Tara Hulsey, Dean

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

August 2015

Dorothy L Murphy
Alissa Renee Parker

December 2015

*** Veronica J Gallo

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2015

Crystal Gail Sheaves

December 2015

*** Veronica J Gallo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

August 2015

* John Alexander Barnes
*** Theresa Rose Bonasso
** Elizabeth Ellison Brooks
* Brenna Kathleen Lansden
* Brittany Lynn Marsh
* Holly Leigh Schepp
Emily Claire Sommer
Julie Anna Wilson
** Marie-Louise Asselin
*** Samuelle Mia Beeson
Hannah Rose Belskie
Jessica Michelle Boyle
Carly Rae Bruno
Jamie Marie Cutright
Angela Megan Davis
** Chase Matthew Garrett
James Francis Gayski
* Brittany Morgan Hanlin
Ashley Dawn Huffman
** Lauren Ashley Hull
Lauren Danielle Katz
** Jonathan Lee Kriss
* Miranda Blake Morrison
* Erika Leigh Neumann
** Frances Marie Peterson-Burch
* Shelby Marie Sisson
*** Ashley Nicole St Aubin
Emily Elizabeth Summers
* Kristie Lynn Weaver

December 2015

Lauren Nicole Anderson
*** Kayla Ashley Anderson
** Heath Collin Barnette
Reuben Andrew Bland
** Angela S Bohon
* Julie Lynne Carrico
Sarah Eugenia Cline
* Caitlin Mariah Creighton
*** Chelsea Leigh Crum
** Kylie Ann Doherty
Chanel Renea Elsey
* Kathryn Jean Gindlesberger
Lindsey Ciera Goff
* Ashley Rae Harless
* Allison Marie Hone
†*** BreAnna Nicole Jahn
Cynthia Doreen Jones
** Meagan Eileen Kauffman
** Calla Elizabeth Lipscomb
* Andriana Elizabeth Mayle
Niki Sheree Mercadante
†*** Mary Kathleen Messenger
Katherine Theresa Metz
* Amber Gene Morgan
Kara Danielle Myers
Olivia Rebecca Nichols
*** Luisa Fernanda Padilla
* Lindsey Katherine Paulina
* Briana E Rodriguez
Sonya Marie Rouleau
Tara Denise Shaffer
Keli Shayne Sullivan
Jenna Darlene Thomas
* Lindsay Anne Thorp
Abbey Desiree Tighe
Ashlee Nicole Washington
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - RN

August 2015

*** Krystal Marie Abucevicz-Swick
*** Breauna Louise Baker
* Brittany Leigh Ball
  Tabitha Rain Barrett
* Erin Elizabeth Beiler
*** Summer Destiny Bias
* Nicholas James Blair
** Timothy Joseph Bogard
  Kimberly Dawn Brown
  Jill Megan Cantafio
** Rachel Lynn Caruso
* Alisha Michelle Clark
* Deanna Michelle Conley
  Melissa Ann Crigler
* Regina Dawn Davis
  Brittany Nicole Dixon
** Tina Lee Ellis
** Angela Everett
  Valerie Meredith Flowers
  Sandy Louise Gray
  Elizabeth Erin Green
  Rachel Ann Gregis
* Janet Gay Griffin
  Amy Lee Guidi
* Brenda Elaine Hackenberg
  Jamie Marie Hambrick
* Meghan Nicole Handley
** Brianna Marie Hardinger
** Amy Marie Hauser
  Charlene Renee Hopkins
  Whitney Jo Huddleston
  Melissa Grace Ickes
  Amanda Kaye Jennings
  Philanie Jane Jiles
* Natalie Renee Kniffen
  Charles David Legg
  Stephanie Lynn Legg
*** Beverly Dawn Litton
*** Brooke Noel Miller
* Tara Dawn Morgan
  Kelly Renae Pauley
  Kalysta Teagan Pioggia
  Caitlyn Marie Prusack
  Karan Kay Rahall
* Rachael Alyssa Riggins
* Beverly Renee Riley
  Carla Ann Sarver
  Britney Schreckengost
  Summer Dawn Sines
  Justin Ryan Smolder
* Anna Teresa Tavolacci
  Jennifer Nichole Todd
  Lisa Lynn Ward
  Savannah Denise Wellman
** Marsha Lynn Wiersteiner
  Carrie Louynn Wood

December 2015

** Angelina Ellen Allen
*** Heather Lee Browning
* Sabrina Renee Runyon
* Kenton Mar Schrock

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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DOCTOR OF JURISPRUDENCE

August 2015

William J Telek
Ray Wesley Toney
Ryan Michael Watson

December 2015

Joshua Robert Ash
Matthew P Crimmel
David Patrick Disque
Tyler John Fries
Michael Randolph Hewitt
Eric Michael Johnson
Joseph Henry Kozlowski
Thomas James Lee
Bernard M Marshall
Victoria Angellicque Souhala
Jeremy Thomas Whitt
BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

August 2015

Brittany Nicole Bartram
Lori Ann Cale
Christopher Benjamin Conrad
Mary Delozier
Abbie Jo Dick
Kelly Ann Falls
Joshua B Lewis
Michael Christopher Mistick
Andrew Stephen Porter
David Edmond Richards

December 2015

Michael Perry Bennett
Wanda Denise Bright
Brad Jonathan Cochran
Amanda Lee Fairchild
* Heather Dawn Hernandez
Christopher Lee Hipp
Tinann Nicole Hudnall
Joseph Kyle Hull
Shimada Tristan Leichliter
Jodie Lea Paugh
Tiffany Renee Testa
Anjelica Samone Trimmier

REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 2015

Abdulhadi Hamoud Alqhahtani
Christian Alexander Amerson
Charles Thomas Arata
Matthew Earl Ashley
David Grant Ault
Jeffrey Brandon Bailey
Carriejo Keating Barratt
Kenton Blanchard Barton
Robert L Bombard
Nicholas Frederick Breitsameter
Tavian Morris Craft
Walter Anthony Demaske
Bradley James Dimit
Lori Jean Donivan
Jonathan Crawford Dorsey
* Teresa J Felde
Brian Floyd
Charles Fowler
Michael David Fox
Christopher William Gain
Tanisha Kamalia Gary-Davis

December 2015

Ibrahim Mohammad Azimi
Matthew Benjamin Bennett
Tyler James Clements
* Madison Chanel Cohen
Chadwick Lance Cooper
Gary Scott Cooper
Philip Charles D’Bourget
Marissa Shalea Daniel
Douglas Paul Dillaman

John Daniel Duplaga
Roy Gregory Edwards
Michael Joseph Eichelberger
Amberlee Beth Elmore
Ord Edward Elmore
Andrew Wayne Facemire
Adam Chase Gibson
Mathew Adam Gibson
Kimberly Louise Glover
* Lori M Hardman

* Ellen M Harker
Joshua Alan Harless
Allen Robert Harmon
Tyler Harsh
Christian Loren Hartsell
Kaycee Nicole Hill
Jeffrey Justin Horne
Christopher Humphreys
Thomas Harrison Hunt
Elizabeth V Jenkins
Jessica Lee Keene
Caroline Patricia Kercheval
Bradley Phillip Knox
Chad Kreger
Ginny Rebecca Kuse
* Norma Jeanne Langenstein
** Kara Lea Marsh
Nicholas Ryan Mcvay
Kevin Alan McPherson
Benjamin Donald Miller
Jordan N Miller
* Amber Dawn Miller
Chrystal Bennett Modesit
William Lake Moore
* Jennifer N Murray
John Karl Nenninger
Richard Allen Nicholas
Emily Anne Noll
* Robert George Parnell
Christopher Garrett Prelaz
Arnold S Reed
Jonathan Leonidas Ross-Turcios
Kerry Glenn Shellito
Laurette Anne Shelton
David A Simpson
* Carl Michael Sopranik
** Aaron Harper Staats
* Lashawna Colleen Stewart
Shannon Nicole Stout
Catherine L Stutler
Chelsie Lee Turner
Anthony D Walker
* Robert Luther Wallace
Kyle Welz
* Kristi Lea West
* Lisa Jean Wilson
### DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

**August 2015**

**Performance**  
Elizabeth Mary Etnoyer  
Onpavee Nitisingkarin

**Vocal Pedagogy and Performance**  
Leigh Elizabeth Usilton

**December 2015**

**Performance**  
*** Wei Chen Lin

### DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

**December 2015**

**Music Education**  
*** Martina Vasil

### MASTER OF ARTS

**December 2015**

**Art Education**  
*** Helen Gidley Poffenbarger-Jordan

### MASTER OF MUSIC

**December 2015**

**Jazz Pedagogy**  
** Alexander Lee Heflin

**Music History**  
*** Melanie Jo Green

### BACHELOR OF ARTS

**August 2015**

**Theatre**  
James Paul Ryan Leach

**Dance**  
Jessica Lee Bailey  
Rachael Anne Cowne  
Nicole Gabrielle Lemke

**December 2015**

**Art History**  
Francesca Bernardette Pagano

**Music**  
* Zachary Namey  
Fawn Velvet Quick

**Theatre**  
* Sarah Elizabeth Riley

---

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

August 2015

Ceramics
Hailey Taylor Banda
* Julissa Joann Perkins

December 2015

Graphic Design
Josh Earl Gomke
* Jane Anne Lefevre
Angela Marie Lenz

Art Education
*** Rachel Lynn Cecil
Hannah Louise Hicks
Samantha S Weed

Graphic Design
Taylor A Hill
Lauren Michele Kauffman
* Michaela Kathleen Michael
Elizabeth Marina Payne
Rachael Nicole Suray

Painting
*** Alexis Christine Ashbrook

Sculpture
* Amber Quinn Ross

Theatre Design and Technology
Taylor Paige Rouse

BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

August 2015

Kelsey J Korona

December 2015

*** Christopher Arnett Henry

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

December 2015

Music Education
* Brooke Autumn Bing
* Colin Dugan
** Matthew Sean Finley

Music Performance: Instrumental
* Abigail Elizabeth Watson

Music Performance: Jazz Studies
Cody R Barcroft

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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REED COLLEGE OF MEDIA

Diana Martinelli, Acting Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Integrated Marketing Communications
Drew Kathleen Barnhart
Tara Michelle Bartlett
Lauren Ashley Brendel
Kendra Leigh Christin
Chelsea Nicole Cummins
Andrew Martin Flick
Caroline Fain Griffith
Timothy Alan Hefner
Tamatha L Kleppinger
Raquel Elizabeth Lute
Chelsia Alexandrea Patrick
Lauren Peterson
Laura Schmidt
Katherine Jean Shanahan
Dana Marie Sheehan
Paul Geoffrey Smith
Amanda Lee Swanson
Tiffany Nichole Wright

Journalism
Abu Daud Mohammad Isa
Sarah Kathryn Wisniewski
Rachel Lynn Yoke

December 2015

Integrated Marketing Communications
** Donald Eugene Ashworth
*** Sarah Frances Bamber
*** Jennifer Marie Beach
*** Katherine Rene’e Beesting
*** Andrea Michelle Biedny
* Kristina Paige Bodnovich
*** Amanda Sams Bradshaw
*** Alexandria Marie Colasante
*** Kimberly Rae Coleman
*** Carisa Leigh Collins
Bernadette Marie Dombrowski
*** Vicki Lynn Dubord
*** Melissa Eugene Duplantier
Catherine Lynn Echard
* Joseph Michael Factor
* Teresa E Fayak
*** Carolyn Marie Fisher
*** Rebecca Hellena Garcia
Derek Genereaux
*** Alyssa M Gregory
*** Taylor Caitlin Haas
*** Jamie Deanne Huggins
* Monica Mfonobong Inyang
* Kaylee Renee Kirsch
Kathleen Clare LaCorte
* Tracey A Lamphere
*** Amy Kristen Lyons Layne
* Andrew Logan Mace
*** Kirstyn Ashley Mahoney
*** Catherine Maksymiw
*** Ronald James Miller
*** Amy Jackson Newell
*** Rachel Diane Nieman
*** Ryan Patrick Nolan
** Ashley June Noland
** Erin Jane Poltorak
Cristhie Marie Ramirez
*** Olivia Nicole Reeder
*** Heather Evelyn Sammons
* Kerri Lynn Schaffer
*** Timothy Jeesung Shin
*** Rebecca Jo Sidles
** Meghan Edwards Smith
** Brittany Monique Somerville
*** Lindsey Renee Staten
Bridgette Leeann Stonestreet
*** Gregory Randall Stroud
* Sarah Marie Sullivan
** Susan Sullivan
*** Nicholas Edward Taylor
* Abel Valencia
* Whitney Weeks VanLandingham
Kelsey Leigh Ann Weaver
Cathryn Wetter
Matthew Nicholas Wojcik
John Mark Yencha

Journalism
** Kristen Leigh Basham
*** Tyler White Mertins
* Milda Marie Mullins

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Advertising
Ashley Alleman
Fantazzia Tishunisi Bender

Journalism
Chloe Sylvia Dawson
Anndria Nichole DelSpina
Matthew Tyler Mister
Carley Jane Posey
Whitley Lynn Rose
Nicholas Villano
Sydney Nicole Williams

Public Relations
Adrianna M Barbato
Madeline Flynn Carey
Elizabeth McCormick
Lauren Mackenzie Tyree

Strategic Communications
Abdulaziz Kh Alfadhli
Nicholas John Amadeo
Sahara Brooke Assi
Kristen Rene Barrows
David M Bayer
Rachel Kathryn Blevins
Michael Francis Davidson
Lauren Priestley Gruenhagen
Christopher Antony Jimenez
Kate Leigh Kahler

Public Relations
Amy Jean Arnett
Robert Francis Baronner
Amanda Crystal Barreto
Antonella Recchia

December 2015

Advertising
Ashley Alleman
Fantazzia Tishunisi Bender

Journalism
Katelyn Elizabeth Amato
** John Baltrukonis Baronner
Tiffany Benson
Allison Grace Brandfass
Shannan Mary Butler
Joshua William Davis
Karey Omon Eyo
Laura Marie Haight
Iman Hasan
Logan Donovan Helfferich
Kevin M Hooker
Brandon Cameron Jackson
Kayla Erin Kesselman
Robert Edward Lee
Joseph Eric Lipovich
** Paige Allyson Madden
Michael A Marsh
Tyler Patrick McLaughlin
Anney Mierski
Kelly Marie Mills
Justin Robert Moore
Caroline Benjamin Peters
James Andrew Pleasant
†** Rockland Craig Poole
Ethan John Rohrbaugh
Jacqueline Moore Sagar
Edward Anthony Santiago
Hanna Elisabeth Traynham
Samantha Dawn Valentine
Elisha Rae Wagener
†*** Sara Lee Ann Wells
Kaitlyn Marie Wilson

Public Relations
Amy Jean Arnett
Robert Francis Baronner
Amanda Crystal Barreto
Antonella Recchia

Strategic Communications
Christopher A Adeigbo
* Alaina Leigh Bartos
* Erin Marie Beck
Christopher Thomas Cassella
John Tyler Clendenin
Jesse Daniel Costanza
Jacquelyn Dempsey
Ricky Depugh
Jessy Joann Elliott
Eric David Engle
Seth Alan Ferree
Julia Marie Gabriel
Aaron Donald Gauding
* Gregory Kyle Gomperts
Daniel James Griffin
William Ethan Hazelwood
Ryan Joseph Hull
Michelle Rene Kidwell
Trevor Andrew King
Rebecca Hope Klado
Caitlin Mary Kline
Alyssa Marie Kolb
Colin Blake Lewis
Jordan Cardone Lewis
Samuel Martelli
* Kelli Lauren McClear
Kacey Leigh Meguin
Jasmine Darlene Moye
Devin Christopher Neill
Timothy Noon
Erin E Pauly
Andrew Byron Radcliffe
Casey Marie Rock
Eric Aiken Russo
Hannah Louise Sickles
Ryan Christopher Upperman
* Shayne Lukes Wilson
Kyle Geoffrey Wooding
* Megan Nicole Woods

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2015

Economics

Eric Norman Bowen
Durga Prasad Gautam
Patrick Iaquinta Manzi

Management

Andrew Michael Carnes

December 2015

Economics

*** Li Sun

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 2015

Victor Oluwadamilare Adelanwa
Feier Ai
Frank J Amoruso
Bishal Aryal
Benjamin David Ballou
Wei Qi Bao
Michael Charles Barbaro
Jess Alan Bibbee
Norma Isabel Bueso
Stephen Harold Bush
Dillon Todd Carden
Edward Boswell Chambers
Christina Burke Cudney
Sean Thomas Dill
Matthew Lee Ervin
Nathan Michael Greene
Tyler Shane Grimm
Adam John Gursky
Michael Christopher Hansell
Charles Robert Harman
Nathan Thomas Hendricks
Raif Mohamed Hisham
Trung Quang Hoang
Ibrahim Kaddourah
Jeffrey Allen Kay
Kirk Casey Kazienko
Catherine Kelley
Kah-Yenn Khoo
Jiaxin Li
Junting Lu
Jordan Allen Maynor
Tram TD Miller
Peter Troy Murto
Dylan Scott Radford
Nicole Danielle Sangid
Carl Winfield Shaffer
Sweta Sagar Shah
Timothy Slewizcke
Kenneth Dwight Smith
Reginald J St Germain
Joseph Franklin Tatta
Krista Lynn Toutant
Durga Santhosh Kumar Verthanti Ravi
Yaru Wang
Shang-Min Wang
Nathaniel Cole Waters
Jing Xie
Zhuoyi Xu

December 2015

*** Adam Donald Blint
*** Robert Francis Brady
Doresa D Brown
** Michael Burnell Cochran
* Philip Scott Davis
* Ronald Jason Dean
James Wilson Dean
*** Jason Daniel Diaz
*** Nhi Ai Diep
** Tiffany Dawn Doughty
*** Kayleen Jo Fitzsimmons
Derek Lee Michael Garrett
*** James Philip Giacopelli
*** Kerry Manier Gnik
*** Larry Keith Griffith
Thomas Patrick Hindelong
*** Robert James Kincaid
Erica Lynn LaRue
Adam Scott Mendelson
Kevin Lee Mills
* Ryan Edward Moore
Kyle Richard Parsons
** Alan Alberto Romero
John Robert Rush
*** Daniel Jameson Simpson
*** Brittany Noel Smith
*** Douglas Ray Smith
Akhila Soma
*** Dhwani Nirmal Trivedi
* Sara Justine Wasson
** Genglei Wei
*** Stephen Lawrence Wilson

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY

August 2015

Wesley Gordon Bailey
John Steven Ballengee
Emma Jane Coole
Fawwad Hamid Dhamee
Garlin Ethan Rube Fox
Emily Ann Frame
Logan Guyle Hoskinson
Bryce Andrew Johnson
Tyler Damon Kondo
Kaitlin Ann Lake
Shanshan Liu
Lan Liu
Darian Seth Martz
Megan Delana Miller
Jonathan Derrick Munza
Bailey Erin Rhodes
Tyler Chapman Robey
Jared Michael Shaffer
Emily Anne Stephen
Michael Victor Tusic
Kristin Marie Walp
Maraya Kaye Williamson
Jing Yin
Ahmed Ajibola Yusuff

December 2015

** Olufemi Akingboye Akintounde
* Nathan Joel DeRoos
*** Mamoun Osman Eltahir
Tashauna Lea Fontana
*** Julie Ann Francis
** Michael Ellis Gainer
*** Kathleen Gail Jennings

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Finance

Nana Esi Amoakoa Ahwoi
Feier Ai
Buish Aryan
Weiqi Bao
Yunj Cao
Franklin Dale Cottrill
Jiaxin Li
Junting Lu
Kevin Patrick McBride
Tran TD Miller
Andrew William Moore
Brian Neil Mosteller
David Wayne Nickerson
Evan Starkloff
Thomas Ray Swisher
Yaru Wang
Shang-Min Wang
Zhuoyi Xu
Longzhu Zhang

Industrial Relations

Raheef Alturkmani
Cameron Dale Taylor

December 2015

Economics

Jonathan Thomas Campbell
Reed Salony

Economics

Nicole Anne Baumgartner
Justin Edward Fanok
Joshua Tanner Hill
Michael Pierre King
Adrian Michael Lindsey
Michael Gabriel Lynch
Christopher Du Bois Nyden
*** Anthony Joseph Webster

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Economics

Jonathan Thomas Campbell
Reed Salony

Economics

Nicole Anne Baumgartner
Justin Edward Fanok
Joshua Tanner Hill
Michael Pierre King
Adrian Michael Lindsey
Michael Gabriel Lynch
Christopher Du Bois Nyden
*** Anthony Joseph Webster

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

### August 2015

**Accounting**
- Michael Raymond Kornbrath
- Nicholas Joseph Marella
- Matthew Ryan Serpico

**Business Management**
- Mohammad Muneer Alnaji
- Jennifer Lynn Apesos
- Gregory Michael Asher
- Haley Jae Chenoweth
- Elise Lucille Gerhards
- Madison Robert Harper
- Jamie Ann Judge
- James Richard Kovach
- Chelsea Rene Lewis
- Jeremy Matthew Mccormick
- Mohammad Muneer Alnaji
- Jennifer Lynn Apesos
- Gregory Michael Asher
- Haley Jae Chenoweth
- Elise Lucille Gerhards
- Madison Robert Harper
- Jamie Ann Judge
- James Richard Kovach
- Chelsea Rene Lewis
- Jeremy Matthew Mccormick

### December 2015

**Accounting**
- Sai Muhandh Moh’d Al Afouri
- Reham Issa Said Al-Rawahi
- Kevin Almonte
- Ethan Richard Arman
- Brian M Bier
- Amanda Beth Bostic
- Nicholas Vincent Centopani
- Dennis Taylor Dibbern
- Brian Nicholas Eid
- Oruno Henry Precious Erekaife
- Tyler Lawrence Fischer
- Robert Gannon Flowers
- Kalysta Greer
- Dan Griesser
- Robert M Guido
- Shelby Lea Harper
- Sarah Elizabeth Hartz
- Nathan Tyler Hite
- Robert Fulton Hogue
- Jennifer Nicole Joseph
- Thomas Harley Kinder
- Kimberly Nicole Lane
- Brian Shun Lee
- Ian Scott Cody MacPherson
- Cory Mays
- Jordan Elizabeth McCullough
- Sean Edward McEvoy
- Erin McGhee
- Xue Ji Niu
- Brandon Page
- Jennifer Marie Parks
- Victoria Rose Passarella
- Lauren Peck
- Nathan E Pleva
- Morgan Justine Puskarich
- John Sewall
- Sara Beth Steffee
- Nathan Justin Taylor
- Holly Nicole Thomas

**Business Management**
- Fahad Rashed Aljohani
- Trevor Campbell Anderson
- Matthew Frank Bates
- Brandon D Bowman
- John Robert Buono
- Justin Anthony Carpenter
- Courtney Leigh Dean
- Nicholas Alexander Demos
- Mikkah Jean Edgell
- Scott Thomas Petsko
- Elizabeth Emma Friedland
- Alexander Brant Gosnell
- Daniel Matthew Hawkins
- Fahad Rashed Aljohani
- Trevor Campbell Anderson
- Matthew Frank Bates
- Brandon D Bowman
- John Robert Buono
- Justin Anthony Carpenter
- Courtney Leigh Dean
- Nicholas Alexander Demos
- Mikkah Jean Edgell
- Scott Thomas Petsko
- Elizabeth Emma Friedland
- Alexander Brant Gosnell
- Daniel Matthew Hawkins

**Finance**
- * Chelsea Taylor Allaband
- Jorrell R Bland
- Breanna Leigh Hamrick
- Colin James Keenan
- Mark J Miller

**General Business**
- Eric Dean Barcomb
- Katherine Lauren Coker
- Marco Benjamin Colosi
- Nicholas Paul Gioia
- Nicholas Paul Lagudi
- Justine Alannah Lane
- Marcus Joseph Piccirilli
- Brian Sheerin
- Austin David Thompson

**Management Information Systems**
- Lukas Seth Barger
- ** Andrew Francis Bevin

**Marketing**
- Fahad Alshammari
- Danielle Nicole Altland
- Alexander Garrett Bernstein
- Aaron Luis Classen
- Christopher Lamont Gardner
- Joshua Gregory Gelles
- Shea Thomas Grimmer
- ** Lee Robert Johnston
- Kristen Laura Quade
- Jordan Sutton

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Finance
Mohammed Eid M Alabbas
Suliman Yousif Alabdulkarim
* Danial Yaseen Alawami
Mohammed Baqer Alhajji
Khalid Mohammed A Almoammar
Sultan Mohammed Alreshaid
Gregory Vincent Ammann
* Reece Andrews
Christopher Olisa Anyamene
Kevin D Arias
*** Reid Douglas Bailey
* Zachary Douglas Barker
* Alexander William Baum
Brian Joseph Beal
Christopher Joseph Douglas
Ryan James Ford
Nikolas E Golding
Tyrone Hughes
Dalal Kamal
David Aaron Kuper
Steven Kalif Mitchell
Logan Ryan Moore
Robbie Keeley Mulderrig
Kiley Morgan Murray
Daniel Robert Parke
*** Hannah Eileen Phearsdorf
Efthan Elliot Pitzer
Jeremy Ryan Rothwell
Richard James Schultz
William Ryan Spencer
Danielle Lynn Steadman
David Ryan Tetley
Kyle William Wainwright
** Courtney Noel Wales
*** Anthony Joseph Webster

General Business
Isiar Eliana Fernandez
Deonna Avalon Marie Gandy
Damon Joseph Hamady
Travis Jordan Hammers
James Thomas McDermott
Nathan Samson
William M Schreiber
Nicholas Short
Ian Smith
Derek Edward Tate
Jordan Matthew Tirpak

Hospitality and Tourism Management
Patrick Arthur Dunlap

Management Information Systems
Billy Thomas Arden
* Alan David Bentley
Carl William Evans
Jahsaan Milan Hamilton
*** Timothy David Kingsbury
Joseph Carroll Kirby
James Reilly McGrath
Moriah William Richards
Kraig Francis Tait
** Dariane Briegh Twyman

Marketing
Nemer Marwan Al Amad
Abdulmalek Zayad Al Salem
Alec Michael Angus
Pavel Robert Badovinac
Brittany Cecelia-Rose Balestra
† John Terrance Cagigas
Devon Michael Campbell
Amanda Bridget Carpenter
Danya Gysel Contreras
Alexandra Nina Danchuk
Morgan Deer
Vincent Joseph DiFonzo
Madison L Duino
Anthony El-Ghoul
Melissa Karina Gil
Chad Matthew Glaze
Jonathan Quinn Hazleton
Megan Nicole Headley
*** Anthony Joseph Webster
Christopher Richard Hickey
* Jordan Lynn Hoddy
Patrick Steele Hollinger
Brandon Sterling Hubacher
Jacob Anthony Kolar
Jessica Nicole Lettini
David Robert Levy
Heather Morgan Lile
Cassandra Lynn LoPiccolo
Rachel Molly Lukens
Taylor Carey Mitchell
Lindsay Ann Mullen
Derek James Nagle
James Robert Nicolosi
Timothy Walter O’Malley
Nicholas Gerard Pacifico
Jennifer Louise Porter
Nicholas Alexander Smith
Zachary Caleb Struble
Paris Hunter Winfrey
William Jabez Wright

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
August 2015
Animal and Food Science
Ilgin Paker

Forest Resource Science
Alison M Anderson
Rogelio Tucay Andrada
Eric Richard Merriam
Eric Mitchell Miller

Natural Resource Economics
Srimoyee Bose
Tizita Alemayehu Wasihun

December 2015
Forest Resource Science
** Crissa Kaye Cooey
*** Amy Kathleen Falcon
** Weiguo Liu
*** Tuhua Zhong

Genetics and Developmental Biology
** Meenakshi Mukherjee

Human and Community Development
* Daniel Farcas

Natural Resource Economics
*** Kofi Nkansah
* Christopher Levi Shultz

Plant and Soil Science
** Robert John Bills

Reproductive Physiology
Jacqelyn Michelle Hand

MASTER OF AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RESOURCES AND DESIGN
August 2015

Grant Edward Boudreau
Mariah Rebecca Hatton
Jessica Morgan
Robert James Reed
Katlin Rebecca Thorsell

December 2015
*** Rachel Elyse Harris
*** Katherine Elizabeth Jenkins
Leons Kapiamka Kabongo
*** Emilie Elizabeth Meade
** Jessica Lyn Miller

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
August 2015
Tianqing Yang

MASTER OF SCIENCE
August 2015

Agricultural and Extension Education
Caleb Nathanael Smith

Agricultural and Resource Economics
Jessica Lynn Crum

Animal Physiology
Callayn Danae Paul

Applied and Environmental Microbiology
Yulia I Bilovol

Nutrition and Food Science
Jessica Virginia Brantner
Jade Alana White

Plant Pathology
Tiara Nicole King
Robert James Voshell

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
Joni Leigh Aldinger
Corbin David Hilling
Christina Lynn Slover
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
† University Honors
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Agribusiness Management and Rural Development
* Megan Marie Clark
  Elizabeth A Decker
  Steven Johnson
  Marilyn Wanjiku Karuri
  Autumn Rose Price

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
*** Brittany Nicole Diehl
  Jessy Jane Gibb
  Briana Royalty Hannon
  Hannah Brea Marcum
  Felix Owusu
  * Ellen Elizabeth Sears
  Erin Rachel Sibert
  †** Taylor Frances Sparks

Environmental and Natural Resource Economics
Nicole Suzanne Bell

Fashion Design and Merchandising
  Cayla Burkley
  ** Laynie Marie Chappell
  Taylor A’iese Coleman
  ** Logan McKenna Fulk
  Megan Michaela Hajdukovich
  ** Leslie Marie Hove
  * Susanna Margaret Kuhn
  Carey Michelle Ladd
  Tamara Hope Lawhorn
  *** Briana M Mannering
  Christine Rose Payne
  ** Tierney Lee Shockey
  ** Taylor Nicole Smith
  Nathan Douglas Snedden

Human Nutrition and Foods
  Jennifer Ashley Freeman
  * Rachel Odessa Namey
  Nicholas M Scholz

Interior Design
  Cecilia Ann Hurdleston
  * Katherine Elizabeth Loeflin
  † Corie Nichole Posey

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
  John Patrick Dearstine
  Staci L Hall
  Charles Robert Jones
  Kelsey J Korona
  Megan Marie Kruger
  †*** Andrew Keith Leich
  Ryan Patrick Lestock
  Trevor Stephen Staker

Wood Science and Technology
  Jake Pollak

December 2015

Agribusiness Management and Rural Development
  David Ackley
  Stuart P Baldwin
  Casey Alexandra Blevins
  * Keri Elizabeth Dinkel
  Brian David Fisher
  Evan Andrew Groseclose
  Emily Jo Grove
  * Alex I Karst
  Benjamin Adam Leshow
  Amy Michelle Stokes
  Joseph Robert Vichot

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
  * Marilyn Jennie Ann Bailey
  Pamela Mourad Cario
  Renee Jean Fisher
  Jason Robert Friend
  Jade Angelique Johnson
  Marialies Renee Mehringer
  Haley Amanda Tucker

Biochemistry
  Caryn Leannette Griffin
  * Amber Dawn Lampinen
  †** Constance Ann Mitchell

Design Studies
  Jennifer Lyn Arnold
  Courtney Lynn Craig
  * Kimberly Ann Crowe
  Rachael Denise Elliott
  Hannah Kaye Glasser
  Nikole Gabriel Gretzinger
  Elizabeth Anastasia Parr
  Abbigail Louise Plunkett

Environmental and Energy Resource Management
  Kala Hennessey
  * Abigail Tess Morrissey
  Casey Withers

Environmental and Natural Resource Economics
  Beau Francis Mullenhoff
  Oliver James Sutherin

Fashion Design and Merchandising
  Nicole Irene Burnell
  Jack Dillon Gilbert
  ** Linzi Joelle Smith
  Alicia Ann Treworgy

Human Nutrition and Foods
  Alanah Faith Calvert
  Melissa Nicole Cochran
  Michael Alexander Greene
  * Rebecca Lee Hagedorn
  Chloe Beth McCoy
  * Brianne Lynn Nichols
  Micah Christine Seaman

Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
  Brendan Walter Black
  Zachary Taylor Christy
  Michael Christopher Colella
  Charlee Dawn Cramer
  Thomas Michael Cucinotta
  †*** Michael Carl Elza
  Keegan Watson Hall
  Blake Allen Mattern
  Bradley Andrew May
  Cassie Danielle Moats
  Kara Marie Monceaux
  David Brian Neff
  Jennifer Anne Phillips
  Jennings Alexander Sisler
  Adam Gregory Spaur
  Stephanie Marie Summits
  * Michelle Lee Treadwell

Wood Science and Technology
  Jacob Lewis Givens

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
August 2015

Agricultural and Extension Education
Caleb Daniel Bourgeois
* Samantha Lee Cogle
  Robert Edison Currey

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
Nina Brewer
* Mollie Dusbiber
  Hannah Marie Jennings
** Leanne Marie Stackhouse
  Morgan Nicole Syring

December 2015

Agricultural and Extension Education
Kelsey Elissa Flinn
*** Kelly Ann Kundratic
  Seth Bradley Neal
  Stacie Marie Wentz

Agronomy
** Riley Carl Biddle

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
Morgan Alexandra Henderson
  Lindsey Michelle Goodwin
  Corinne Janine Leary
* Emma Elisabeth Tuttle
  Emory Brook Wilson

Horticulture
* Sarah Alexandropoulos
  Jacob Earl Kelly
** Jordon Glen Masters
  John Leo Miller

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
August 2015

Alexander A Abdian
*** Seth Aaron Blair
  Christopher Andrew Peter

December 2015

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
August 2015

Tylor Lewaron Fischer
  Sydnie L Major

December 2015

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION
August 2015

Stuart Patrick Horsey
  Melissa Keal
  Stephanie Morgan Perkins

December 2015

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
August 2015
Curriculum and Instruction
Carrie Ann Calloway
Karen Marie Spuck
Nitin Kumar Srivastava

Higher Education Administration
Gregory Todd Busch
Jacob Boeyidwende Sanwidi
Marc Joseph Williams

December 2015
Curriculum and Instruction
* Jeffrey Thomas Bush
*** Nadira Izzat Ghattas
*** Toni Renee Morris

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
August 2015
Counseling Psychology
Drummond Russell Bush
Narayan Jeremy Gold
Pamela L Jackson
Jessica Marie Leonard
William Bradley Little

Education
Diana Rae Davis
Zornitsa Georgieva Georgieva
Megan Lorraine Smith

December 2015
Counseling Psychology
* Rueben Nathaniel Brock

Education
*** Brandi Slider Weekley

MASTER OF ARTS
August 2015
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Brittany Nicole Brandon
Sheena Ann Crone
Chelsea Lynn Mann
Virginia Marie Moore
Kimberly Diana Sass
Samantha Jane Self

Early Intervention
Early Childhood Special Education
Morgan Cassella
Jennifer Lark Cole
Megan Kate Facemire
Karina McNulty
Miranda Dawn Mitchell
Roxana Maria O’Connor-Law
Tammy Lynn Scott
Sarah Frances Tornatore
Angela Katherine Whittaker

Elementary Education
Emily Susannah Beck
Meredith Elaine Halstead
Dawn Janene Kittle

Gifted Education
Debra Ann Lawson

Higher Education Administration
Jenna Lea Winfrey

Instructional Design and Technology
*** Kamal Ahmed Soomro
*** Daniel Nii Tetteh-Richter

Multicategorical Special Education
Jennifer Diane Arnold
Alexandra Nichole Curry
Lisa Dawn Rawson
Amanda Elizabeth Thorn Taylor
Joseph Timothy Wood

Reading
Trenna Elizabeth Harlan

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Secondary Education
- Jeffrey P Brusoe
- Diane Lee Corrigan
- Sarah Wilhelmine Esker
- Caroline Bray Gerber

Severe/Multiple Disabilities
- Mandy Jane Kirkendall

December 2015

Autism Spectrum Disorders
- Lena Kay McKee
- Addison Rose Reese

Counseling
- Michael Ernest Berrebi
- Leigh Allison Bryant
- Megan Marie Byrd
- Meghan Kyleigh Halbrook-Galloway

Early Intervention
Early Childhood Special Education
- Brandy Alford
- Karen Yvonne Bowman
- Angela Nichole Gabaldon
- Amy Lyn Kuzma
- Adel Donna Riker

Educational Leadership/
Public School Administration
- David Philip Mongada

Educational Psychology
- Kalyynn Bree Amick
- Michael Jerome Beck
- Jennifer Lynn Francis

Elementary Education
- Angelina Dominica Angotti
- Alyssa Marie Grubler
- Meghan Elisabeth Purdy
- Megan Marie Shumaker
- Alyssa Dawn Weaver
- Samantha Nicole Winnings

Elementary Education/Advanced
- Lisa Mae Bell
- Sarah Kristen Roberts

Gifted Education
- David James Hartman
- Kimberlee Hevener
- Anessa R Koskey
- Jennifer Lynn Proctor

Higher Education Administration
- Brit Frye
- Elysa Rae Smith

Higher Education Curriculum and Teaching
- Joanna Aran Burt-Kinderman
- Taylor Leanne Mikalik
- Anne Young Smittle

Instructional Design and Technology
- David C Moffat

Low Vision/Blindness
- Elisa Riis

Multicategorical Special Education
- Belinda Dawn Baker
- Megan Jo Bays
- Tracy Anne Burr
- Kelley D Clutter
- Billy Winfred Cook
- Barry Scott Grimmett
- Keta Adrianne Hanson
- Lisa Marie Kozusnik
- Mary Kendra Mayer
- Tarah Marie Osborn
- Aaron Joel Whitford

Rehabilitation Counseling
- Sarah Lynn Brosky
- Amanda Lynn Henry
- Katie Elizabeth Wagborn

Speech Pathology
- Chelsea Danielle Kuhn
- Sarah Dorethea Teter
- Ali Renae Wilson

December 2015

Speech Pathology
- Tracy Lynn Toman
- Allison Fleming White

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
# BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

## August 2015

**Child Development and Family Studies**
- Italy Le' Anderson
- **Paulina Franchesica Bahamondes**
- Hannah Marie Beckner
- **Savanna Jade Bombard**
- Kathryn L Cunningham
- Anne Elizabeth Daly
- Caitlin Marie Grant
- Kristen Marie Grapes
- Morgan Elizabeth Hogan
- Famatta Keamu
- Cameron Chase Keenan
- Crystal LaSha Leary
- Alyssa Marie Mason
- Kayla Jo Michael
- Christine Kay Neilan
- Victoria Alice Rogers
- Ashley Ann Ruberto
- Kate Louise Schwindel
- Nicole Elaine Wolfe

**Speech Pathology and Audiology**
- **Rachel Madeline-Marie Samples**

## December 2015

**Child Development and Family Studies**
- Sarah Rae Albinger
- **Alexis Nicole Anselene**
- Hannah Dean Ashbury
- **Alexa Nicole Del Prete**
- Kathleen Haley Ervin
- Rebecca Dawn Greenwald
- Jessica Mae Henegar
- Emily Catherine Jensen
- ***Rebekah E Kisamore***
- Shanna Nicole Lewis
- Bethany Jean Lojewski
- **Katelyn Nicole McGowan**
- Courtney Rae Miles
- Erin Kelley Nolan
- Tara Cree Paczewski
- Jaliza Lizet Perez
- Emily Karen Piribek
- **Shelby Lynn Snead**
- Caitlin Mary Spriggs
- Lauren Strauss
- Makena Grace Thomas
- Shannon Marissa Turley
- Nia L Waters

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

December 2015

Physical Education - Teacher Education

** Julia Fera Tracy

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2015

Coaching and Teaching Studies

Lindsay Marie Hammond

December 2015

Sport and Exercise Psychology

** Shuang Li

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Athletic Coaching

Nathan Mullen Destree
Steven Lee Dugger
Richard Ben Fletcher
Katherine A Gebhard
Adam Jerome Grayson
Amber Nicole Helphenstine
Bradley Steven Moore
Anthony Steve Taylor

Physical Education - Teacher Education

Zachary Shane Cox
Nicole Stefanie Katz
David Ryan Keiling
Hannah Joy Kipfer
Kristen Marie Kluka
Luke Andrew Lubich
Elizabeth Chuba Martin
Robert Dale Pendleton
Gentry Lee Shrewsbury
Daniel James Stratford
Holly Santerre Tousha
Robert Lewis Waugh
Justin Davis Wood

Sport Management

William David Cornell
Kayla Leigh Cronin
Andrew Hudson Dipietrantonio
Manuel Garcia-Oronoz
Brooks Michael Lohr
Hannah Leigh Martin
Stephen Rupert Orlowski
Joseph Watkins

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

December 2015

Athletic Coaching

* Joshua Logan Alford
** Karl Ernest Zang

Sport Management

*** Rustine Terri Bingaman
*** Alyssa Casalino
* Charles Edward Fisher
*** Mary Alexandra Guynn
*** Charles Matthew Harman
* Whitney Jane Hawkins
*** Benjamin David Jacobs
*** Mark Anthony Romero Kittelberger
*** Garrett James Knudson
*** Michael Shane Love
* Monique Love
** Andrew Ford Morrison
*** Jakob Kevin Rinehart
*** Britni Morgan Rozier
** Brian Patrick Taylor
*** Angela Marie Ucci
*** Tyler Cameron Urban

August 2015

Athletic Coaching Education

Christopher William Eloi
Dayah Nichole Haley
Derek Lewis Hovermale
* Courtney Lynne Parenti
Devon Scott Smith
Steven Colin Weldon

Athletic Training

* Jacob Edwin Keeting

Sport and Exercise Psychology

Benjamin Sy Adams
Nicole Marianne Allaire
* Taylor Lindsey Broadwater
* Teresa Tilley Del Prince
* Tayler Renae Evans
Madeline Nichole Setzer Fulke
* Kristen Marie Kakascik
Cole Michael Kirby
Robert Carl Kressler
Richard Elio Markoski
* Morgan Sophia Maxwell
Connor Michael McNeil
Rachel Nicole Mintz
Kelsey Prendergast
Ross Michael Renzi
James Eufemio Rivera
Jana-Kate Dearborn Simpson
Colleen Elizabeth Whitehouse
Megan Wolfe
Ali Zigami

Sport Management

Matthew S Bell
Robert Cash Bennett
Julian Michael Carney-Domm
** Ross Bradley Cores
* Anthony John Dellaria
Taylor Lynne Gutta
* Macey Lynn Malusis
Zakary David Marra
Chase Brennan Mueller
Daniel Quinn O'Connell
Bryan Patrick Ross
Carly Rose Slater
Daniel Jared Turk
Matthew William Turner
Zachery John Vaji

December 2015

Athletic Coaching Education

Bryan John Boesenberg
John G Fedorisin
Justin Haden Fox
Chaz Jacob McIntire
Elizabeth Hope Orman
Andrew George Swierskos
Jason Timothy White

Physical Education - Teacher Education

** Curtis Dale Bennett
Andrew Scott Boswell
Tyler Jordan Coward
Luis Angel Figueroa
Thomas Christopher Hasnenstab
Zachary Paul Johnson
Bianna Janelle Mattessich
* Neil Patrick McCormick
Anthony Carmine Muratore
Robert Christian Pratt

Sport and Exercise Psychology

Colby W Bradshaw
William John Tarris Bunting
Cassandra Marie Carl
James Edward Connelly
Brian Lewis Cooper
Evan Joseph D’Elia
Charles Elliott Davis
Sheali Hannigan
Patricia Marie Hubbard
Clinton Ross Jones
Drew Zachary Korsen
Kelly Sara Power
Andrea Radel
Wayne Xavier Sasso
Theodis J Staggers
Kristin Amanda Stanton
Sarah Catherine Stouffer
Henry Devlin Thibodeau
Ethan Kyle Tompkins

Sport Management

Matthew Shane Andis
* Darren Michael Arndt
Cesar Chavez
Kyle Christopher Clements
Algermon Garrett Gardiner
Evan Michael McCarthy
Christopher Paul Murdoch
Alexander Lee Muscarella
* Brandon Carl Richards
Mark Andrew Todaro
** Matthew Vullo
Luke Daniel Winters

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2015

Aerospace Engineering
Chad Colby Panther

Civil Engineering
Xiang Li
Mehrdad Shahabi
Tahsin Alper Yikici

Industrial Engineering
Dayakar Gurupada Devaru
Minqi Li

Mechanical Engineering
Orlando Jesus Ugarte Almeyda

Mining Engineering
Mingming Li

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
Mehrdad Zamirian

December 2015

Chemical Engineering
*** Saurabh Suresh Chaudhari
** Prokash Paul
** Yueting Wu

Civil Engineering
*** Nathan Cory DePriest
*** Yun Lin
*** Mohammad Hadi Niki Rashidi
** Alison Elizabeth Sears

Computer Engineering
** Nnamdi C Osia

Electrical Engineering
*** Zhicheng Cao
*** Mohammad Fanaei
*** Anand Kadiyala
*** Hessam Keshtkar Vanashi
*** Farzad Sijahjani
*** Salvatore Talarico

Industrial Engineering
** Denis Da Cruz Pinha
*** Zongyu Geng
** Ehsan Jafari Shirazi

Mechanical Engineering
*** Marc Cyrill Besch
*** Gennaro Campitelli
*** Albio De Jesus Gutierrez Amador
*** Lei Jiang
*** Wenyuan Li
*** Jerry Hunter Mason
*** Tomas Ignacio Muchnik Cena
** Dumbi Azubuikwe Otunyo
*** Don Roscoe Parsons
** Matthew Curtis Robinson
*** Cesar Augusto Sandoval Leon
Michael Joseph Spencer
** Jianhua Yan
*** Ying Zhang

Mining Engineering
*** Robert Bekker Krog
*** Gamal Rashed

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
*** Qin He

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2015

Industrial Hygiene
Ralph Matthew McKibbin
Sonali Moon

Safety Management
Claudia Pamela Esparza Vidal
Andrew Jongwoo Kim
Mohammad Hossein Motabarzadeh
Jarod Hunter Stalnaker

December 2015

Industrial Hygiene
* Jordan Michael Glover
** Stacey Rae Kamarec
Rana Ali Magrm
* Doreen Makaya
** Justin Anthony Meadow
** John Donald Valentine

Safety Management
* Ibrahim Abdullah Almuhaidib
** Nicholas Bradford Carr
** Echols Charles Hylton
** Scott Thomas Jablonski
** Susan Faith Lambert
* Caitlin Marie McClain
** Jennifer Helene Poe

IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

August 2015

Sheldon Michael Blackshire

December 2015

Alan Michael Didion
* Joseph Paul Dygert
Sean Kiernan Patrick

MINERALS AND NATURAL RESOURCES ENGINEERING

August 2015

Jeffrey Barry Eichinger

December 2015

Ronald S. Schaefer

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

December 2015

** Timothy Bryan Albright Ross

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

August 2015

Aubrey Elizabeth Harris
Jonas Kavi
Abdullah A A Y Maaraфи
Mohammad Hadi Niki Rashidi
Santosh Vangala

December 2015

Andrew Manuel Aguilar
*** Eric Michael Davis
Bryan Richard Gallion
*** George Anthony Hilvers
*** Kumar Venkatesh Karri
Pavlo Kozhokin
*** Zhanxiao Ma
* Jason Anthony Mash
*** Luis Carlos Parra Luckert
* Lara Kathryn Smith
*** Ye Tao
* Kyle Robert Turner

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

August 2015

Tazin Afrin
Nithin Uppalapati

December 2015

*** Maen Allaga
*** Anvitha Bojja
*** Suma Chaganti
*** Sushmitha Challagonda
*** Aliya Farheen
*** S M Osman Gani
** Jason Hayes Hooks
* Elliott Vincent Ianello
* Rahul Kacharla
* Sindhu Kalakonda
* Sai Ram Nellutla
** Domenick Dustin Poster
*** Mounika Ravikanti
* Venkata Raghava Siva Naga Shashank Sabinivesu
*** Jacob Douglas Wolen
*** Bindu Yerramada

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

August 2015

Abdul Adim Salem Abu Salem
Sai Ajay Doddapaneni
Varun Garaga
Behnam Khaki
Sanghamithra Koganti
Venkatesh Solasa
Preethi Priya Vallapu

December 2015

** Salim Haji Alkaabi
** Akshitha Gadde
* Jason Patrick Ice
*** Loukhya Kakumanu
*** Mounica Kamireddy
*** Chaitanya Sindhu Kandula
*** Dakota James Kirby
*** Vinaya Sree Kunisetty
Deepesh Madala
** Sundara Ram Matta
*** Rohitha Reddy Matta
Sneha Nagabhyru
*** Vivekananda Reddy Nayeeni
*** Divya Reddy Ravipalli
Christopher John Robison
* James Everett Spurlock Searls
Chloe Elizabeth Snyder
*** Maurya Srungarapu
*** Lahari Vazrala
** Kyle Gordon Whetzel
** Xuan Xu

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING

December 2015

*** Maen Allaga
*** Anvitha Bojja
*** Suma Chaganti
*** Sushmitha Challagonda
*** Aliya Farheen
*** S M Osman Gani
** Jason Hayes Hooks
* Elliott Vincent Ianello
* Rahul Kacharla
* Sindhu Kalakonda
* Sai Ram Nellutla
** Domenick Dustin Poster
*** Mounika Ravikanti
* Venkata Raghava Siva Naga Shashank Sabinivesu
*** Jacob Douglas Wolen
*** Bindu Yerramada

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

August 2015

Hasan Habibul Latif
Ying Pei

December 2015

** Faisal Mohammed Alessa
** Fahad Mesfer H Alqahthani
*** Behnam Dehghan
*** Usha Kiranmayee Gammad
* Marsha Elayne Holcomb
*** Aida Rabiee Gohar
*** Xiaofei Shi

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

August 2015

Serdar Ali Bilgili
Trevor Wayne Caplinger
Sri Hari Ramakrishna Rao Chalagalla
Yaohui Ding
Evan Daniel Ford
Shimeng Hao

December 2015

Olatunde Ayodeji Abidakun
* Allison Maria Arnold
* Cullen Eric Boyle
Anish Raman Calavay
*** Bo Guan
* Venkata Subba Sai Satish Guda
* John Thomas Hailer
*** Robert Scott Heltzel
*** Andrew Wayne Hoover
James Franklin Hunsucker
* Alexander Trenor Hypes
** Vinay Jakkali
** Yashwanth Chowdary Maddineni
Joshua Aaron Matheny
Thilanka Munasinghe
*** Jonathan Rojas
** Jad Sadek
Matthew Mcculloh Shriver
Savan Suri
*** Jonathan Taub
** Eli Thorpe
* Mariana Maher William
* Michael Stuart Wise

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING

August 2015

Bassam Abdulfameed Al Abdulkareem

December 2015

** Maher Jasim Alabboodi
*** Nupur Gupta
Benjamin Joseph Kleiner
*** Vahid Mohammadnia
*** Lilia Reedy

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

August 2015

Eric Michael Chapman
Daniel Owen Costello
Michael Joseph DeMicco
Scott Martin Diefenbach
Heather Star Geary
John Richard Travis Hessenauer
Ashley Gayle Mulligan

December 2015

*** John Patrick Burnett
*** Brian C Collins
*** Robert Henry Cornelius
*** Jason Eugene Starcher
** Surya Nageswara Sarma Viswanadha
*** Jacob Paul Wentz

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

August 2015

Katelyn Rae Demyan
Aaron Dennis Dunkle
Seán David Payton
Justin Dernbach Pelar

December 2015

Brian Blaze Armour
** Tyler Matthew Andre
Moud Baaddi
** Anthony James Bevan
Bradley Forest Campbell
Justin Andrew Cook
Sean Michael Deem
Barrett Steven Dietzius
Gina Marie Eberhart
Jacob McCarthy Edmonds
Daniel Hatab
Tiffany A Hatcher
Brandon William Johnston
Kyle A Kukieza
†** Jared Okey Leggett
Stephanie Katherine Licht
** Thomas J Martin
Benton Duane Morris
†** Justine Nikole Schultz
Allen Newton Shank
Logan Aaron Smith
Aaron A Streit
†*** Joshua Ryan Thibault
Christian Stuart Tolland
George Thomas Whitmeyer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

December 2015

Jordan Drew
Melody Briana Engel
Rebekah Lin Everett
Amber Nicole Goodwin
*** James Robert Patnesky
*** Ryan Taylor Shreve

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

August 2015

* Ahmed Adel Albuwaidy

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

August 2015

Mohammed Abdullah R Alsaleem
*** Cameron Michael Banasick
Eric Daniel Estep
Abdullah Fadhel Mohammad
Matthew Tyler Ridgway

December 2015

Mamdouh M Alshammari
** David Michael Beiter
Afna J M A Ben Ali
* Derek N Bennett
Clint Harry Bowman
Michael Alexander Bryant
* Ted Cronin Cohen
Richard James Diesenberg
Jordan Bernoy Estrada
Matthew Thomas Fike
Isaa Lee Gaines
Connor Thomas Kroneberger
*** Elijah David Meyer
Jonathan Tyler Moore
Michael L Morris
Joshua Michael Murray
Ryan Michael Otroba
Folake Oluwatosin Owolola
Shane Scott Peck
* Erik Scott Peters
* Cameron Jerry Platte
†*** John D Riley
†** Eric Lewis Rogers
** Jon Marc Salazar
Ryan Lee Satterfield
Lauren Nicole Short
Clay Swenglis
** Tyler James Womble

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

December 2015

** Bradley Chase Beach
Kristian Cody Clay
Matthew Patrick Condon
Steven Ray De Souza
Jacob Alexander Dunn
Michael Hite
Zachary Scott Huffman
* Donna Elizabeth Jackson
†*** Quinn Kevin Jones
Daniel Robert Luplow
Barry Robert Martin
Bradley Scott Moyer
** Harshraj Narendra Parikhshak
*** James Robert Patnesky
Troy Jarrett Thompson
Guytano Troy Vignoli

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

December 2015

Rehan Afzal
Jonnathan Paul Baumes
William Franklin Bolinger
Daniel C Cleary
Colton McKinley Copley
** Jason Delforge
Ryan David Dewitt
Melody Briana Engel
Rebekah Lin Everett
*** Ezekiel Ned Falcon
David Aldon Gaphery
Amber Nicole Goodwin
Jack Dylan Kerwin
Nathaniel Patrick Langlois
Carlos William Masingo
Rylan Colby Maynard
Aarom Mark Peliien
Sean Patrick Rollman
*** Ryan Taylor Shreve
Jeffrey Darian Smith
†*** Mark Daniel Swisher
Kibrom A Weldemariam
** Nathan D Whitehair
*** Melanie R Wieland

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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December 2015

Brian Blaze Armour
Hussain Ghazi Al Ghanim
Abdulaziz Mohammad Al Omar
* Fares Khamis Alblouwy
Abdulrahman Abdullah Aldualeg
** Rawan Ibrahim Alkandari
Thamer Abdulaziz Alkuwaiz
** Tyler Matthew Andre
Mouda Baaddi
Daniel Thomas Barrett
** Anthony James Bevan
†** Carrie Elizabeth Brown
Michael Blake Browning
Phillip Jacob Carpenter
Justin Andrew Cook
Sean Michael Deem
Marisa Elizabeth Dorrett
Gina Marie Eberhart
Jacob McCarthy Edmonds
Steven Anthony Gantzer
Christopher A Gomke
Scott Edward Harper
Tiffany A Hatcher
John Mark Helfer
Bryan Douglas Hughes
Adam Wayne James
Joseph Edward Janiczak
Brandon William Johnston
Dylan Keith Kirby
*** Elizabeth Ann Kolar
Kyle A Kukieza
Joshua Aaron Kurnot
Cody James Lambka
Zackery Steven Layhew
†** Jared Okey Leggett
Stephanie Katherine Licht
** Thomas J Martin
Eric Thomas Maxim
Benton Duane Morris
Aaron Brantly Neely
* Nicholas David Palmer
Joseph G Power
Clara Marguerite Rhodes
* Jeffrey Robert Rigali
Jason Eric Rogers
Jesse Adam Rupe
†** Justine Nikole Schultz
Allen Newton Shank
Shawn Alan Smearcheck
Logan Aaron Smith
Kaitlyn Mae Snyder
Aaron A Streit
Joseph Shawn Swiger
†*** Joshua Ryan Thibault
Evan Marcus Wright
** Abdulrahman Yousef Yousef

August 2015

Eric Hutwelker
Matthew Tyler Ridgway

December 2015

Andrew Neal Gilson
James Phillip Law
Ryan Edward Purdue
Ryan Scott Rohrssen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING

August 2015

Ibrahim Alotaibi
Brice Dang Nsongue

** Andrew James Destocki
* Anicet Mathieu Fofana
Elizabeth Anne Salvaterra

December 2015

Anwar Mohammad Alzawad
Ansh Ram Kumar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude   † University Honors
EBERLY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Maryanne Reed, Interim Dean

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2015
Chemistry
- Darrell Allan Collison
- Brandon Charles Durney
- Corey Andrew Nida
- Razan Mohammadjabir Snari
- Xiaohan Ye

Communication Studies
- Gregory Keith Cranmer
- Zachary Wayne Goldman
- Kelly Lynn Geier Odenweller

Geography
- Paul Joseph Marcus O Keefe
- Jennifer Lynn Smith

History
- Isaac Jason Emrick
- Joshua David Esposito

Mathematics
- Todd Alan Tichenor
- Keke Wang
- Meng Zhang

Physics
- Vishal Narang
- Nipuni Tharaka Palliyaguru
- Katherine Courtney Rabidoux
- Oshadha Kanchana Ranasingha

December 2015
Biology
- *** Mohna Bandyopadhyay
- *** Adam Thomas Majot
- *** Brittany Maree Ott
- *** Kenneth Randall Smith
- *** Jessica Brie Turner

Chemistry
- ** Yanwei Zhang

English
- *** Andrea Marie Bebell

Geology
- ** Xiannian Chen
- *** Alvin Maingi Solomon

History
- *** William Robert Feeney
- *** James Howard Smith

Mathematics
- Emine Guven

Physics
- *** Sanjay Adhikari
- Sercan Babakiray
- *** Matthew Thomas Beidler
- *** Scott Kevin Cushing
- * Kelly Lynn Pisane
- *** Tess Ruth Senty
- *** Joseph Karl Swiggum
- *** Jinling Zhou

Political Science
- ** Andrea Suzanne Barrick
- * Samantha Elizabeth Godbey
- Murat Gul

Psychology
- *** Patricia May Bamonti
- *** Colleen Michelle Lillard
- *** Ria Melinda Travers

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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**MASTER OF ARTS**

August 2015

Communication Studies
Christine Kiley Anzur
Lindsey Ellen Beall
Amy Light Diznoff
Stephanie Kaye Hamilton
Michele Lynn Hanigan
Elizabeth Ann Hudson
Jennifer Maria Knight
Zachary David Long
Andrew Nelson Robinson
Crystal Heather Thumm Povenski
Emily Marie Zapach

**December 2015**

Communication Studies
*** Justin Dale Mitchell
** Andrea Jamal Sexton

Geography
*** Marvin Andrew Davis

History
Andrew Robert Thomas
* Brian Steele Valdivia

World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
** Fang Qi
** Joseph Zachary Reppert
** Diana Magdalena Valdes Cerda
Michele Leah Welty
Nevin Jacob Zimmerman

**MASTER OF DATA SCIENCE**

August 2015

Stephen Mildner
Laney Wenyu Wu

December 2015

Lakshmi Prasanna Bobba
** Neeraj Kumar
*** Hong Wang

**MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES**

August 2015

Communication Studies
Abeer Eid M Alabbas

December 2015

Applied Statistics
Yongxu Huang
Nikhita Nadiminti

**MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**

August 2015

Kent Campbell
Laura Beth Hoffmaster

December 2015

*** Brooke Alexandra Bailey
** Devon Jane Lopez
*** Dakota Ryan Morris
*** Nizar F F Qabaha

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**

August 2015

Biology
Joshua Robert Moore
Ryan Burke Ross
Nicholas Adam Wilbur

Geology
Chloe Suzanne Wonnell

Mathematics
Bibek Acharya
Mohammad Yousef Alnegga
Marcela Alexandra Mera Trujillo

Statistics
Ge Guo
David Jinsuk Hyung
Douglas Craig Raffle
Sirish Shrestha
Sabari Shrestha
Minchan Xiao
Yahong Yuan

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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English
Anna Nicole Atkinson
Madeline Flynn Carey
Danielle Joyce Ford
Courtini Renee Helmick
Elizabeth Anne Jones
Elyse Lynn McGowan
Mariah Lynn Ryan

Environmental Geoscience
Christopher Edward Batterden
Sara Renee Hurst

Geography
John Andrew Bradley
Valdemiro Timoteo Cagiza
Amanda Marie Marple

History
Guy Arcuri
John Anthony Biscaino
Kayla Noelle Capizzi
Timothy Folk
Franklyn Robert Gergits
James Jeremy Gilbert
Rebecca Noel Lang
Alexander Ryan Morgan
McKinley Ross Morgan
Chelsea Alexis Roberts
Kevin Andrew Sloan
Michael Stegmuller
Dakota Shane Toler

International Studies
Wesley Bagby
Mallory Jean Benson
Ashley Diane Glasser
Zachary Edward Hoyle
Wesley Ryan Lovell
Brenna Marie Miller
Darrell Victor N’Guessan-Gbe

Mathematics
Jesse Israel David Cook

Philosophy
Jacob Gaddis

Political Science
Kasey Nicole Goff
Jayson Tyler Hamrick
Elle Alexia Pappas
Jonathan W Poff
Evan Leigh Upole

Psychology
Matthew Lawrence Azzopardi
Melanie Nicole Carroll
Megan Rose Curtis
Shannon Elizabeth Defibaugh
Ryan Andrew Eckl
Mariella Russo
Shaffer Aaron Work
Nathan Mark Wright

Religious Studies
Joshua Aaron Bland
Erik Michael Keane

Sociology and Anthropology
John Seton Butler
ETHAN CAIN GOWER
Patrick Robert Kennedy
Malika Sade McCray
Kenneth Maurice Myers
Kyle Elizabeth Pugh
Karina Santana

Women’s and Gender Studies
Kelsey Nicole Jolliffe
Brittany Nicole Miller

World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
Everrett James Bowen
Rowaa Abdalla Elkasabany
Stuart Patrick Horsey
Veronica Muzika Klein
Dillon Mark Rice
Cody Kyeen White

December 2015

Biology
Niris Adriana Duran-Vanegas
Amy Jacqueline Fernandez
Christian Yong-Jyn Kim
Rockland Craig Poole
Danielle Lynn Prunty
Chase Matthew Warner

Communication Studies
Lucas Allen Bosley
Hannah Claire Cao
Markus Anton Davis
Jacquelyn Dempsey
Thomas Edward Ferro
Janelle Marie Gerle
Alexandra J Guadagno
William L Host
Alexandra Maria Hunter
James John Kunz-Mulholland
Alexander Charles Page
Danielle Nicole Ritenhouse
Markee Sue Shamblin
Frank Lee Sperry
Hannah D Steadman
Sara Megan Sturtecky
Michael Twiggs
Michaela Jo Williamson

Criminology
Mohammed Hamad Al Dakhil
Nicole Kathleen Bay
Brittany M Brown
Brian Trexon Butler
Corey Philip Carpenito
Lindsay Rae Chioldi-Santos
Erin K Coton
Sarah Lynn Dessner
Joselynn Nicole Donley
Jeffrey Todd Edgell
Hannah Marie Fenton
Bryan Robert Fitzsimmons
Alexander Joseph Fox
Blake Marshall Freas
Kathryn Mitchell Freeman
Cote Alan Funkhouser
Mandi Marie Galloway
Laura Elizabeth Greco
Mitchell McQuown Hatter
Avery Isiah Holmes
Tasha Carrie Horton
Jasmine Janay James
Matthew Robert Kazarian
Taylor Renee Kenney
Ethan Travis Landis
Kristopher Sean Lanham
Teresa Sherice Lodge
Ethan Alexander Longtin
Dominic Ryan Lowman
Casey Austin McKenrick
Christopher Brian McMichael
Ali Jo Morris

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Daniel James Morris
Monica Morrison
Darlene Rose Murphy
Robert Lyle Nicewarner
Jessica Ann Paton
Michael Andrew Pazder
Kyle Edward Rose
Douglas J Saffioti
Jodie M Salazar
Carolyn Senderak
Cody Leland Shane
Mika Shimizu
Danielle Marie Shockey
Holly Michelle Slavensky
Matthew Gregory Smoot
Justin Korey Sorrell
Matthew Joseph Stoffere
Austin Demonte Summerhill
Erik P Voreh
Misty Watson
* Daniele Brook Wilfong
Samantha Lynne Wilson
Alyssa Marie Woldorf

Economics
Kevin Michael Haywood
Lucas Gregory Zgorski

English
Julie Ann Blosser
Joan Elizabeth Conte
Mica Jane Feller
David J Frame
Hope Hart
Maranda L Joy
Kaytlen Ann Keller
Whitney Lynn Kesner
Jessica Lynn Loughman
Victoria Alexandra Madden
Jacob Boone Maxwell
Kayla Dawn Mccormick
Brionna Morgan Minney
Meagan Gail O’Day
Megan Elizabeth Peak
Caitlin Rachael Pell
Riley Marie Shubert
Zaiver Saicy Sinnett
Emily Sue Smith
Alison Marie Toothman
Stacy Michelle Tritt

Environmental Geoscience
Jeremy Taylor Bell
Rebecca Lynne Canova
Chidera Nnenna Duroha
Michael Franklin Hayes
Christian Matthew Nelson
Ethan Francis Tomaselli

Geography
Trevor Ethan Anderson
Jordan Hart Baker
Thomas Ray Davis
Macvies Chidera Ekeanyanwu
Margaret Ann Hoyle
Robert Alexander Stach
Richard J White
Mitchell Lee Woody
Jason Glenn Wright

History
Benjamin Todd Allman
Kevin Michael Ball
Matthew Ryan Bartley
Paden Berg
Brandon William Beyer
Adair Rae Burgess
James Austin Hess
Julie Allison Hower
Kelsey E Kennedy
Jacob Hunter Kullman
Andrew Thomas Linderman
Thomas Charles Lomasney
Samuel Joseph Lusk
Thomas Christian Miller
Lashley Kathleen Mills
Mary Catherine Rakowski
Mark Tyler Scherer
Michael Robert Schneider
Heather Marie Strahin
Chelsea Mercedes Willisong
Michaelene Kennedy Wright
Fan Yang
Kathryn Joan Young

International Studies
Arwa Ahmed Abonmai
Robert Francis Baronor
Mary Margaret Bonnette
Shawna Clare Boswell
Daniel Capella
Robert Maxwell Ellis
Philadelphia Adrianna Hewitt
Selena L Irvine
Sarah Gabrielle Kilwein
Yann Emeric Kouame
Kimberly Joan Lahoda
Deirdre Lorraine LeHew
Eric Mark Mende
Andrenik Vartan Minassian
Justin Nicholas Moskal
Harrison E Rosenberg
Nicole Gigi Simon-Ogan
Timothy John Sioson
Brady I Smith
Benjamin Alan Wilcox
Adam T Williams

Mathematics
Morgan Renne Chittum
Joseph P Gigliotti
Uyen Huyen Thao Le
Jiaxin Li
Alexis Marie Morrison
Sara Jane Thomas
Youyang Yang

Multidisciplinary Studies
Abdulaziz Turki M Alsahani
Jamel Salim Boukhemis
Carolyn Elise Cowgill
Joseph K Grant
Khadijah Koree McClellan
Kathleen June McElroy
Connor James Moran
Perla Maria Peralta
Melissa Kaitlin Schreiber
Melissa Eden Tannenbaum

Philosophy
John Edward Artimez
Sarah Marie Giddings
Caitlin Taylor Hassan
Colin Wood

Political Science
Nicholas Ryan Bragg
Justin Anthony Carpenter
Daniella Castellanos
Kyle Richard Cleavenger
Lindsey Jo Hash
Matthew Everett Johnson
Eric Joseph Johnston
Ian Anthony Kilwein
Kimberly Joan Lahoda
Cameron Daniel O’Brien
Marissa Danielle Russell
Ronald Grey Shaver
Blake Elliot Thompson
Ellen Strachan Walburn
Spenser Caroline Wempe

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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Psychology
Abigail Cecelia Beiswenger
Audrey Michelle Bober
Daniel Abraham Book
Sean Bernard Caldwell
*** Chelsea Marie Coder
Stephanie Michelle Cross
Dillon Andrew Cupryk
Alex Robert Michael Cutlip
Taylor Christine Farr
Maurice Fleming
Chelsea Roneshia Franklin
Hali Brooke Gebhardt
Sarah Dawn Goldizen
Teah Marie Grizzle
Gina Leigh Haines
Sara K Hedrick
Allison Lee Hott
Michael Ingargiola
Stephen Thomas LaTerza
Anna Katarina Lizon
Jeffrey Logan Mantz
Paige Nicole Neve
Nicholas Sean Patrick O'Toole
Ashlyn Paul
Chelsea Eileen Phillips
** Erin Rita Keelley
Chelsea Jordan Richardson
Tiffany C Rowe
Danielle Lea Slider
Lawren Alexander Staats
* Chad Dupay Thompson
* Michelle Lee Treadwell
* Cole Warner
Lauren MacKenzie Weaver
James Allen Wiley
*** Jeffrey Scott Wilson
* Emily Jane Wizba

Religious Studies
Sydney Elizabeth Nichols

Sociology and Anthropology
*** Alexis Rachel Ebert
Chelaine Marie Garrett
Ryan Patrick Gore
Nikolaus Holder
Zachary Mical Jarrett
Candice Michelle McLaughlin
Taylor Michelle McLaughlin
Kristin Russell
* Caitlin Shea Scalzi
Nicholas Thomas Skinner
Cailey Nicole Weaver
Dayron Raynard Wilson

Women's and Gender Studies
Danielle Warnke

World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
*** Kristin Michelle Allen
** Alexis Christine Ashbrook
Matthew Patrick Condon
†*** Marie-Charlotte Danielle DeBuchananne
Jon D Hens
Hallie Susan Herold
* John N Lalli
†** Jared Okey Leggett
Catherine Rose Peters
* Alexandra Dana Sears
** Jacqueline Mari Stalnaker

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude          ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors

BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
August 2015

* Lyndsey Jo Albertazzie
Brandon Michael Altieri
Jenny Serreno Brennian
Stephanie Erin Brown
Andrew Deonte Jawatan Buie
Sean Patrick Burns
Lester John Cabao-an
Perry Buchanan Campanella
Dante Jamil Campbell
Seth William Capone
Matthew Sisum Capozzola
Jeffrey Colin Castellano
Kayla Elizabeth Chafin
Kevin David Close
John William Compagnone
Wesley Robert Coombs
Brian Christopher Daly
Nathan R Daniel
Rachel Yvonne Dolezal
Michael Patrick Donahue
Kevin Jacob Dornbush
Grant Hayes Easterday
Megan Michelle Ellison
Andrew Joseph Fazio
* Michael A Fusco
Justin Tyler Gibson
Dominic Royal Gilbert
Paige Danielle Gilligan
Zachary Hunter Gore
Alexander James Haberman
Stephen Kyle Hardesty
Bruce Lynn Horner
† Courtney Brooke Jacob
Jason William Kemp
Gregg Kirkland
Glenn J Klemka
Andrew Joseph Klenk
Michael Timur Kol
Kaci Michele Lawrence
Brian Timothy Lewis
Evan Blair Lorenzato
Justin Gabriel Marquez
Michael Anthony Marrara
Evy K McCoy
William Turner McDonald
Toni Rebecca Morrow
Lukas Noe Nieto
Jerry Scott Nixon
Shanita Pilar Nugent
Danielle J Pacifico
Joshua Kudak Pollack
Courtney Lynn Ricer
Bianca Janel Richmond
Andrew Schrieve
Stephen S Shaffer
Mohammad J Shahsamand
Jordan Cody Smith
Faith Mackenzie Stevens
Erik Alexander Theeke
Arthur F Thompson
Stone Roberts Underwood
Rachel Grace Underwood
Rachel Catherine Warncke
* Christopher Lee White
Brittany Noel Whittington
Brittany Ann Willcock
December 2015

Donald John Ansbro
John Watson Ashworth
Jeanie Michelle Ayres
William Russell Bard
Tracy Lynn Bercini
Kelly Marie Burke
Ryan Dylan Cain
Daeton Sterling Davenport
Jay L Decker
*N Nicole Jane Derenberger
Connor Anthony Doyle
Ryan James Eaton
Brian Peter Giangiulio
Colton Ryan Greaser
Ronald Scott Guerra
Erik Keelan Hall
Alex Thomas Hall

*** Caitlin Taylor Hassan
Breanna Shea Haught
Brendan Healy
Katie Elizabeth Hewitt
Garrett Alexander Hinkle
Kaitlyn Suzanne Illig

*** BreAnna Nicole Jahn
Carl Myrthell Joseph
Katelyn Ann Katz
Tyler Bernard Kettlewell
Karissa Lynn Knabenshue
Nicole Alina Kurtanich
Samantha Anne Kvale
Spencer Patrick Lindsay
Luke Anthony Lopez
Marquis Clinton Lucas
Kayla Renee Mabry
Catherine Quinn Martin
Robert Joseph Marton
Anthony Christian Matteo
Michael Bernard Mazer-Posner
Bradley Scott Mcclure
* Chelsea Lynn McDermott
Tori Candace McDonough
Matthew Joseph McLaughlin
Gina Maria Merico

* Alleah Joy Morgan
Brandon Leon Morris
Megan Faith Mullens
Patrick Henry Muller
Jennifer Nagy
Olivia Rebecca Nichols
Nicholas Patrick O’Reilly
Munish Padan
Sherry Ann Padden
Eric Richard Pawlick
Shaquil D Petteway
Kirsten Jean Pimms
Justin Lee Proctor
Samuel Louis Richardson
Meaghan Frances Riley
Emmet David Rogers
Nicholas Ian Rose
Andrea Nicole Sansom
Brooke Scharber
Larry Clarence Schuler
Andrew Dayton Selbe
Katherine Anne Smith

Carly Grace Starkey
Timothy John Sutro
Emily Claireerce Tannous
Zoe Stone Teets
Jonathan Clifton Thornton
** Aggeliki Maria Tobias
Scott Mossip Troen
Alyssa Virginia Tucker
Jasmine Strom Vagheni
Mary Louise Veselicky
Patrick Joseph Watson
Brooke A Weiser
James Leon Williams
J’Quan Dimel Willis
Chelsea Leigh Willis
Jessica Anne Wilson
Mary Helen Wilson
* Sara Jean Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
August 2015

Biology
Taylor James Boone
Torie Bosley
Christian Mark Capriolo
Whitney Jean Colvin
Emily Lynn Dillard
Rowaa Abdalla Elkasabany
Jennifer Kathleen Erfurth
** Callie Elizabeth Goodwin
* Holly Marie Harris
Marlyn Wanjiku Karuri
Zachary John-Steven Knowlton
* Samantha Nicole Lee
Sara Rebecca Dyche Michael
Brett Aaron Thomas
Colton Shon Weese
Cassandra Lynn Worley
*** Joshua Ian Zegeer

Computer Science
Kevin Joseph Knopf
Brandon Lewis Strickland

Forensic and Investigative Science
Jennifer Kathleen Erfurth
Kirsten Melissa Hines

Geology
*** Yousef Ahmed Almubarak
Ahmed O Alnabhani
Brian Joseph Bells
Valdemiro Timoteo Cagiza
Jonathan Thomas Campbell
Ashley Paige Cottrell
Brice Dang Nsongue
Michael Connor Deardorff
* Andrew James Destocki
Alexander David Ekvall
Connor Casey Faccone

** Andrew James Destocki
Alexander David Ekvall
Connor Casey Faccone
* Brien Joseph Fricke
Tyler Clayton Furr
Stephen Kenneth Geiger
* Andrew John Hamilton
Thomas John Heiser
Lucas David Hingardner
Thomas Edward Hunt
Robert Charles Peltzold
*** Tanner John Pfeiffer
Nicholas Brian Ratcliff
Brian Christopher Rush
Elizabeth Anne Salvaterra
Perry Averille Sayre
Patrick J Sowers
Jason Matthew Sweeney
Kyrie Lynn Williams

Mathematics
Cheyenne M LaClair

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Physics
†*** Luke Avery Bowling
** Dustin James Myers

Psychology
Kabir Singh Barker
Marvin Johnson
Kels Brook Lewis
Kayla Ann McLaughlin
Lucie Marie Romano
Meghan Constance Sutherland
Samantha Marie Thompson

December 2015

Biochemistry
Caryn Leannette Griffin
* Amber Dawn Lampinen
† ** Constance Ann Mitchell

Biology
*** Meghan Anissa Anderson
Scott Emil Arbet
Daniel S Church
Nicole Marie Cierpial
* Joel Alexander Clark
† *** Michael Carl Elza
Jaikin Elizabeth Harrell
** Scotia Grace Kirkham
** Victoria Jane Long
† *** Christopher Stephen Mallow
William Andrew Myers
** Tyler Reed Myers
*** Austin Matthew Patterson
Ashley Nicole Robson
Regina Lee Rockwell
Sarah Rowan
Chelsea Lynn Sammons
Mariah Janelle Shutlz
Gabrielle Rae Smith
Emily Stewart
Mark Benz Thomas
** Kailey Utley

Chemistry
Kevin Mitchell Harbert
Adrien Michael Hebert

Computer Science
* Brian Dominic Lubasky

Forensic and Investigative Science
Nicole Marie Cierpial

Geology
Bynon Anthony Conner
Kristine Barbara Holman
James Michael Hurd
Andrew Michael Kavanaugh
Sean Michael Kotter
Antonella Recchia
Daniel P Smolder

Mathematics
** Ziva Dvorsak
Elizabeth Faye Krause
Morgan Mercedes Stickler
Zachary Lynn Thomas

Physics
Jonathan Randolph Tucker

Psychology
* Crystal Briana Alderman
† *** John Edward Artinez
* Courtney Elaine Bee
Joseph J Buxdemeeyer
John Michael Carter
Alexander John Castillo
Kristina Renee Cutter
Ashley Lynn Detrick
Taylor Anne Erhardt
Taylor Douglas Fenter
Ashley Nichole Gehman
Erika Labarbara Harris
Elizabeth Anne Keller
Myles Tomas Naumoff
Jessica Renee Shaver
Regan Elizabeth Summers
Haley Amanda Tucker
Cery Ann Whirtley

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

December 2015

Michelle Denise Brannan
Brandon Lee Cutter
Alexander David Davission
** Lindsey Jo Hash
*** Alan Phillip Kaplan
Ashlee Louise Ketterman
Kelsie Colleen Lantz
Michael Thomas Luongo
* Kathryn Marie McDonald
Abigail Marie Miller
Aimee Ruth Minor
** Shannon Marie Reilley
Maura Kathryn Saab
Kasey Danae Sawyer
Megan Rose Sheil
Amber Nicole Stone

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar for May 2015. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear Graduates,

Welcome to the proud community of West Virginia University alumni.

Today as you celebrate your graduation, you are probably wondering where the time went. Wasn’t it just yesterday you were attending your first class and getting to know your first roommate? And learning how to ride the PRT?

Like life itself, being a Mountaineer has its stages. You have completed the first part. Now it’s time to start a new role as a loyal WVU graduate.

Through the WVU Alumni Association you can stay connected to WVU — and the Mountaineer spirit that’s become part of you. Join one of more than 100 alumni chapters and groups located around the world.

And shape the University’s future by helping us recruit new students and serving as an alumni representative. You may not be on campus, but you will always be a Mountaineer. Your involvement is critical to West Virginia University.

To help you move forward into your new role, we are providing a free first-year membership in the WVU Alumni Association.

Visit alumni.wvu.edu for more information about us.

Before you leave campus, we encourage you to:

- Take pictures at your favorite campus landmarks, such as the Mountaineer Statue.
- Hug your friends.
- Say thanks to a favorite professor or mentor.
- Stock up on pepperoni rolls — they freeze well!
- Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.
- Sign up for Mountaineer Connection — www.mountaineerconnection.com — with your new contact information.
- Say hello to your home away from home — the Erickson Alumni Center. And plan to visit often!

Rest assured, whatever adventures await you, you are likely to spot a Flying WV — or hear a “Let’s Go Mountaineers” — along the way. Congratulations and best wishes on your future!

In Mountaineer Spirit,

Sean Frisbee

Vice President of Alumni Relations
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE

Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor
Kay Huffman Goodwin, Cabinet Secretary of Education and the Arts
Paul L. Hill, Chancellor, West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission

WEST VIRGINIA HIGHER EDUCATION POLICY COMMISSION

Bruce L. Berry, Chair, Morgantown
Jenny Allen, Vice Chair, Shepherdstown
Kathy G. Eddy, Secretary, Parkersburg
Michael J. Farrell, Huntington
Kay Huffman Goodwin, Charleston
John Leon, Fairmont
Michael J. Martirano, Charleston
Clarence Pennington, Martinsburg

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Thomas V. Flaherty, Chair, Charleston
William D. Wilmoth, Vice Chair, Wheeling
Diane Lewis, Secretary, Morgantown
David B. Alvarez, Bridgeport
Gregory Babe, Pittsburgh, PA
George Capel, Parkersburg
Ellen Cappellanti, Charleston
James W. Dailey II, Martinsburg
Robert K. Griffith, Morgantown
J. Thomas Jones, Morgantown
Raymond J. Lane, Menlo Park, CA
Dixie L. Martinelli, Morgantown
William O. Nutting, Wheeling
Edward L. Robinson, Charleston
J. Robert Rogers, Hurricane
Richard Turton, Morgantown
Kimberly Weaver, Silver Spring, MD

ADMINISTRATION OF WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

E. Gordon Gee, President
Joyce McConnell, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Clay Marsh, Vice President and Executive Dean for Health Sciences